Neatly stylish charge and connect
Reversible ease on Micro USB cables - perfect for Android and Windows devices! A standard Micro USB plug on one
side and a reversible USB connector on the other mean connecting mobile devices to notebooks, desktops, and
chargers is faster and simpler without stopping to figure out which side is up! Premium aluminum casings reduce
EMI and multi-layered braided sleeves provide greater protection. Tough 2.4A-rated copper wires ensure fast
charging and data transfer. Choose from 7 stylish colors and enjoy smarter USB!

Reversible design makes better USB

The tough but stylish type: meet our cables

For decades people everywhere have had to deal with Generic micro USB cables bend, twist, and tangle. Over
that classic USB dilemma: will it connect the first time time, their inner wires become damaged, leading to
or will I have to check the plug? No more! Say hello to degraded charging and data transfer. We prevent these
reversible USB and begin a new life of smarter and problems with tough and durable cables that use woven
more efficient mobility.

metallic braiding. They last exponentially longer, keep peak
performance, and shine with attractive design.

Links up with your personal style

Speedy charging and data transfer with 2.4A

Make a fashion statement and choose your favorite We use carefully-selected tinned copper in large 24AWG
from 7 distinct colors: deep black, blue, purple, red, wires rated for a high 2.4A current. Quality materials and
gold, silver, and rose gold. It's your life, your style, construction result in consistently extra-fast device charging
and your choice.

and data delivery, eliminating impurities and interruptions to
give you totally dependable service

Features
● Charge and sync data on your Android
smartphone or tablet
● Encased in aluminum shield to reduce
electromagnetic interference
● Thicker high-quality tinned copper for faster
charging up to 2.4A
● Durable and elegant tangle-free braided cable
● USB type A reversible design for easy plug-in

Specifications
● Interface: Micro USB
● Color: Black / Gold / Blue / Silver / Rose Gold /
Red/ Purple
● Weight: 19g (0.68oz)
● Length: 100cm
● Warranty: 1 year

Ordering Information
Color

Model Number

EAN Code

Black

■ AMUCAL-100CMK-CBK

4712366965232

Gold

■ AMUCAL-100CMK-CGD

4712366965249

Silver

■ AMUCAL-100CMK-CSV

4712366965256

Rose Gold

■ AMUCAL-100CMK-CRG

4712366965263

Blue

■ AMUCAL-100CMK-CBL

4712366965270

Red

■ AMUCAL-100CMK-CRD

4712366965287

Purple

■ AMUCAL-100CMK-CPU

4712366965294

